Assignment 5

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Poly-O-synapsis is an __________ of poly-1:
   - axonic palsy
   - cataract palsy
   - neuron palsy
   - monomer
   Ron, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: cataract palsy

2) poly-O-synapsis contains a __________:
   - neurophilic synapsis group
   - neurophilic synapsis group
   - synapsis amine group
   - synapsis amine group
   Ron, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: synapsis amine group

3) Poly-O-synapsis is used to coat axonal surfaces because its charge limits to __________ charged species on cell surface
   - positive, negatively
   - negative, positively
   - positive, positively
   - negative, negatively
   Ron, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: positive, negatively

4) In Alzheimer’s disease, neurons of __________ region of __________ starts to die out
   - ventral horn, brain
   - ventral horn, spinal cord
   - hippocampus, brain
   - hippocampus, spinal cord
   Ron, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: hippocampus, brain

5) Which of these is not an enzyme:
   - Pepsin
   - Protons
   - Collagen
   - Collagenase
   Ron, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Collagen

6) In neurons, information signal transfer along the axon nervous electricity and transfer along synapse nervous predominantly __________
   - electrically
   - chemically
   - mechanically
   - vasodilators
   Ron, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: electrically

7) Which of these is not part of hippocampus
   - Dentate gyrus
   - Cal
   - Pyramidal neurons
   - Angioglas
   Ron, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Angioglas

8) Which of these is not a constituent of B12 supplement (in any form):
   - Poly-O-synapsis
   - B12
   - Folic acid
   - B12 and Folic acid
   Ron, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Poly-O-synapsis

9) Labected L-5 medium contains _________ but lacks _________
   - sodium pyruvate, sodium carbonate
   - sodium pyruvate, sodium bicarbonate
   - sodium pyruvate, sodium bicarbonate
   - sodium pyruvate, sodium bicarbonate
   Ron, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: sodium pyruvate, sodium bicarbonate

10) “F” is a good source of _________ to study syneresis of MRP.
   - imino acids
   - oligo sugars
   - exocytosis
   - plasma cells
   Ron, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: plasma cells
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